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Events Calendar

Fall Seminar

October 25-28,2009

Marriott Downtown Waterf ront
Portland, Oregon

Winter Seminar

January 24-27,2010

Sheraton New Orleans
New Orleans, Louisiana

Annual Conference

April 1B-21,2010

J.W, Marriott Resort & Spa
San Antonio, Texas

Summer Seminar

July 1B-21 ,2010

The Palace Hotel
San Francisco, California

ACUTA's Core Purpose is to support higher education information communications
technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic mission of
their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:

.
.
.
.

Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of resources
Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and solutions

Ful lling a commitment to professional development and growth
Advocating the strategic value ol information communications technologies in higher
education
Encouragrng volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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Green ambitions are high at Marist College and

recycling, LEED certification... How do all ol these relate

Washington University in St. Louis. Both campuses
embrace the need lo conserve, preserve, and ensure

to your data center? This article examines the issues
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Building the Green Campus

University of Central Missouri Undertakes
Radical Energy-Efficiency lmprovements

Rowan University, Arizona State, and Carnegie Mellon
have made big changes in how they build buildings

Cover photos were taken at Arizona State
University, referenced in the article that
begins on page 14.

center into a green facility.

Curt Harler
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and how they work inside them. Learn what these three
schools are doing to address environmental issues on

When UCM committed to reducing energy consump-

their campuses.

tion and its carbon footprint, it took a systemwide
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approach to reflect the needs ol the campus as a

whole. Read about the process that led to success
as UCM went green.
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Pay Attention: Your ICT Electric

Just Went Up
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Gary Audin

From the President and Executive Director

How large a portion of your utility bill goes to ICT?

Although rates vary considerably lrom one locatton to

Harvey "Buck" Buchanan, Florida State University

JeriA. Semer, CAE

another, energy-efficient equipment and smart thinking

can make substantial improvements to the bottom line.
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lmprove communications, increase productivity, enhance security and reduce costs with Mitel Unified Communications
solutions. Designed with the end-user in mind, Mitel UC solutions integrate legacy telephony and lP communications
with the power of voice, e-mail, unified
messaging, mobility, presence, conferencing,
col laboration and other powerf ul, productivity
boosting applications
enabling faster,
more effective communication while helping
you control and reduce costs.

-

Mitel takes unified communications
to the head of the class with:

. Mass notification
r

.

solutions

that enhance campus safety

Conferencing and collaboration
solutions for instant, real-time,
rea

l-world interaction

Mobility solutions to keep staff,
faculty and students connected

.

anytime, anywhere

ffiffi
Management / Administration

Residence hall communications
to meet the needs of today's
mobile, always-on student

lntegration with industry-leading business applications
Mitel Unified Communications solutions work with best-in-breed business productivity tools, such as IBM Domino@/
Lotus Notes@, Lotus Sametime@, Microsoft' Exchange/Outlook, Office and OCS. Mitel's commitment to open standards
simplifies the integration of communications systems with CRM, ERP or vertical applications, preserving your existing
software investments and transforming business processes to create a more efficient work environment.
Want to learn more? Visit

www.mitel.com.
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The environmental movement on colIege campuses kicked off at the first
Earth Day in 1970. Although it was
celebrated at many universities, the rest
of the world saw it as part of the hippie
or green movement.

still at the epicenter of the environmental movement, but
Today, colleges are

these days the leaders are administrators,

engineers, and technology specialists
who, on the surface, would appear to be
as

unlike 1960s-era hippies

as possible.

Curt Harler
page 14
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Thinking Green
Wisdom and political correctness don't
always go hand-in-hand. But

in the 21st cen-

tury, we seem to have arrived at one of those
unique moments when an idea is both widely accepted and actually wise. Environmental
consciousness has steadily made changes in
the way we manage water supplies, farm the
land, build buildings, package products, and
dispose of waste. It's changed the way we

think about communication, transportation,
and use of energy. It has introduced new
vocabulary: carbon footprint, food miles,
biodegradeable, sustainable, and more. And
if you aren't on the green band wagon, you
may pay penalties in some cases.

Our industrialized, densely populated
world does have a serious impact on the environment. According to WikiAnswers.com,
in the United States alone,43 million tons
of garbage are thrown away each day. That
which is biodegradeable goes back to the
land, but the rest may take hundreds of years
to decompose-if it ever does.
Acting responsibly, many companies have
taken steps to reduce the negative impact on
the environment. IBM and Apple are good
examples::

.

"Between 1990 and 2008, IBM's annual
conservation actions saved a sum total of
4.9 billion kWh of electricity consumption,
avoided nearly 3.3 million metric tons of
CO, emissions (equal to 48 percent of the
company's 1990 global CO, emissions) and saved over $343 million in
energy expense. IBM's total hazardous waste has decreased by 96.3 percent
since 1987, the base year of this metric." (www.ibm.com)

.

'Apple maintains a variety of rerycling programs which add to our
recycling totals every day: For customers in the United States, Apple offers
a free recycling program for old computers and displays with the purchase
of a new Mac. ...A trade-in program for education and business customers
in the United States has already diverted more than 400 tons of e-waste
from landfills since August 2005. ...Apple's recycling partnership with the
city of Cupertino, California, has recycled more than 480 tons of electronics. All electronics products are accepted free of charge, regardless of
manufacturer." (www.apple. com/environment/recycling/)
The generation of students that populates our campuses today has
grown up in a climate of concern for the environment. Have you heard
of the Graduation P1edge of Social and Environmental Responsibility? It
states, "I pledge to explore and take into account the social and environmental consequences of any job I consider and will try to improve these

aspects

of

any organizations for which I work."

Students at more than one hundred colleges and
universities are using the pledge at some level.
Graduates who voluntarily signed the pledge have
turned down jobs with which they did not feel
comfortable and have worked to make changes
once on the job. (www.graduationpledge.org)
As incoming students evaluate various campuses, most place at least some imporlance on

the environmental philosophy of the institution.
The Sustainable Endowments Institute grades
300 colleges on campus greening practices and

endowment policies. For 2009 only 15 schools
earned an A-, and no school earned an A. To see
how your campus compares, visit the website at
www.greenreportcard.org.

Thinking green ourselves, the ACUTA office
our concern for

has made decisions that reflect

the environment:

1. We recycle toner cartridges, paper, newspaper, cardboard, and plastics from the office, and
encourage other tenants in our building to participate by arranging for regular pickup of recyclables.

2.

We have reduced the number of publications

print, converting to electronic distribution
the monthly eNews, the Institutional Planning
Cuide, and all Board and committee meeting
agendas. The majority of meeting handouts for
we

our conferences and seminars are now posted online rather than printing or even placing on CDs.

3.

We set the copier, fax machine, and computer
equipment to use power-save features when idle.

4.

We now e-mail receipts to people instead of
mailing a paper copy. Also, online registrations
have cut down on the paper invoices we mail. In
February, when we change to new software, there
will be even more transactions taking place onIine and fewer paper copies of most everything.

5.

with our hotel partners to review
and support their conservation efforts.
We work

This issue of the Journal focuses on the campus and the environment. We hope you enjoy
learning more about what others are doing and
that you find the articles enlightening and motivating. Here's to a greener world tomorrow!
.a
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Transforming Your Operations Center
into a Green Center
Paul Kirvan, FBCI, CBCP, CISSP

How green is your communications center?
If this is not a key issue right now, it could
be very soon. Are you aware of the steady
rise in electricity costs? How about the cost
per square foot for equipment and office
space, or the cost for cooling? If your communications and data centers are like many
others today, you'll be looking for ways to
save money while providing an environmentally friendly operating area.
This article examines the issues associated with turning your current communications center into a green facility.
The contents ol your communications
center probably include voice and data

equipment, power supplies, equipment
racks, equipment cabinets, air conditioning, cable routing trays, miles of cable and
wiring, distribution frames, cross-connect
fields, computers, printers, fax machines,
raised flooring, dropped ceilings, fire de-

tection and suppression systems, access
control and security systems, wall- and
desktop-mounted equipment, as well as
desks, chairs, filing cabinets, and other office furniture. Your center may stand alone
or be part of a larger data center. Your network connections and other devices may be
shared with the data center. In short, you
are responsible for a lot of real estate.
Let's examine your equipment. Sup-

if outside

access to major network infrastructures is via fiber optics.

It's

it

a

lot to manage. Can you also make

green?

The Value ol Being Green
Savings through energy efficiency can add

up. A watt saved in data/communications
center power consumption saves at least a

watt in cooling. IT and telecom managers
who take the long view are already paying
attention to the return on investment associated with acquiring more energy-efficient
equipment. If the business case for your
data/comms center extends outward for
five years, energy will become an important
issue.

Green data/comms centers don't just
save energy, they also reduce the need

for

expensive infrastructure upgrades to deal
with increased power and cooling demands.
Some organizations are going further and

Iooking at entire data/comms centers from
an envi ronmental perspective.

Additional savings can be achieved
by reducing the need for floor space and
cooling as well as for servers and related
devices. Existing datalcomms centers can
achieve substantial savings by making just a
few basic changes; consolidating servers is a

good place to start.

pose you have a non-VoIP phone system.

That probably means you have a collection
of floor- or wall-mounted cabinets, each
generating its own heat, hunger for power,
and footprint for floor space. Maybe you've
migrated to VoIP systems. That means you
have an investment in racks to support
VoIP servers and supporting devices. And
all of this does not count the space you may
need for your network access components,
such as switches and routers, especially

6
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Servers-A Key Opportunity
Most physical servers today run at an estimated l0 to 15 percent utilization. Since an
idle server can consume as much as
30 percent of the energy it consumes at
peak utilization, increasing utilization levels
can obtain more value for energy costs. You
can also remove idle or underutilized servers. Once idle servers have been removed, it
may be beneficial to move as many server-
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its energy use by moving to direct current
technology.
Power Management

Although power management tools are
available, data/comms center administrators may not take full advantage of them.

indicated that, on average, only 40 percent of the cold air went
directly toward cooling servers in the room,

vey

of

19 data centers

wasting yet more power in the data center.
Adopting an alternating hot-aisle/cold-aisle
layout is ideal and can correct many datal
comms center cooling issues. A hot/cold

typical data/comms center, it's not
uncommon for electricity usage to vary
very little, although the IT load may vary by
a factor of three or more. Efficient power

aisle layout spares equipment from having

management can smooth out those variances. According to some estimates, taking full advantage of power management
features and turning off unused servers can
cut data center energy requirements by as

distribution of power across racks. Balancing the watts per rack to within a 10 to 15
percent variance, if possible, minimizes hot
spots and the need for sporadic hot-aisle

In

a

much as 20 percent.
Intelligent power management can also
increase power supply

utilization Ievels.

For example, HP's PowerSaver technology
turns off some of the six power supplies in
a C-class blade server enclosure when total
load drops; this saves energy and increases
efficiency.
Advanced Cooling Techniques

In the early days of data centers, companies
that used IBM equipment, for example,
were required to install chilled water systems for cooling. This technique has been
largely replaced by air-conditioning systems
that circulate chilled air above and below

floors. To meet the challenges of blade servers and high-density computing, the need
for effective cooling and heat management
has never been greater. Many data centers
are welcoming liquid cooling systems into
their infrastructures to achieve better cooling efficiency. Could we be seeing a return
to the old days?

Liquid cooling systems utilize air or
liquid heat exchangers to provide effective cooling and to isolate equipment from
existing HVAC (heating, ventilating, and
air conditioning) systems. Be sure to check
these systems for their green capabilities.

hot air recirculated, thereby eliminating the
risk of an outage through device failure.
Another design consideration is the

containment. Be careful about locating
servers performing related functions in the
same racks. The heat created may outweigh
the convenience of having these servers
close together. Finally, under-floor cabling
should be minimized or eliminated. If you
can't avoid it, use conduit, cable trays, and

other structured cable solutions. This minimizes barriers between computer room
air-conditioning units and perforated floor
tiles, resulting in more efficient airflow and
improved cooling system effi ciency.
Recycling Used Equipment

Disposing of used electronic equipment is

another crucial issue. Shipping used equipment overseas is not desirable; materials
of value are extracted in conditions that
may be lacking in worker safety, and the
remaining materials may be dumped where
toxic materials can filter into the environment. See if your organization can reuse
old computer and communications gear
somewhere within the institution first; then
resell what you don't want. Finally, try to
recycle any systems or Parts that cannot be
reused or sold, but only as a last resort.

In a white paper developed by the Uptime
Institute (www.uptimeinstitute.org), a surB

in data center design, so the difference
between green and traditional costs is still
somewhat blurry. Long-term savings on energy and cooling costs, for example, could
easily offset the upfront investments.
Energy Star Certilication

After several years the U.S. Department of
Energy (wwwdoe.gov) and the Environmental Protection Agency (rvu.w.epa.gov)
recently released the first version (Energy
Star

vl.0) ofthe Energy Star specifica-

tion for servers. The existing Energy Star
program covered PCs but exempted servof energy-efficient servers, such as
those that support Energy Star vl.0, could
operate at a minimum 85 percent efficiency
at 50 percent of rated load. The redundant
power supply will have a 20 watt or less
static loss. While this is good news, the
complexity of blade server chassis, power
ers. Use

supply options, and server blades from different vendors means that vl.0 does not
address blade servers. This should be addressed later in 2009.
Should You Be LEED Certified?

The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System" encourages global adoption
of sustainable green building and development practices through the creation and
implementation of universally understood
and accepted tools and performance criteria. Developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council (wwwusgbc.org), LEED provides

building owners and operators a framework for identifi,ing and implementing
practical and measurable green building
design, construction, operations, and maintenance solutions.

What About the Cost?

The cost to build a green data/comms center versus a traditional data/comms center

difficult to estimate. Current upfront cost
estimates of a green project range between
3 and l5 percent greater than a similar
nongreen facility. But many green practices,
is

Floor Plans and Other Design Considerations

tion, virtualization, and enhanced cooling
equipment, are quickly becoming standard

such as more-efficient servers, consolida-

Special lssue 2009 ACUTA Journal ol lnformalion Communicalions Technology in Higher Education

LEED is an internationally recognized
certification system that measures how well
a building or community performs across
all the metrics that matter most: energy
savings, water efficiency, CO, emissions
reduction, improved indoor environmental
quality, and stewardship of resources and
sensitivity to their impacts.

'l

LEED is a third-party certification program and the nationally accepted benchmark for the design, construction, and operation of high-performance green buildings. It recognizes performance in five key
areas of human and environmental health:
sustainable site development, water savings,
energy efficiency, materials selection, and

indoor environmental quality.
As part of the recently released LEED

v3, the Green Building Certification In-

stitute (www.gbci.org) administers LEED
certification for all commercial and institutional projects registered under any LEED
Rating System. If you are unsure whether
your data/comms center (building) project
is a candidate for LEED certification, review the LEED Rating System Checklist applicable to your project to estimate a point
total. Your project is a viable candidate for

certification if it meets all prerequisites

and can achieve the minimum number of
points necessary to earn the certified level.
Summary

Environmental concerns are among the
issues today. It's good business to
take a green attitude toward your data/
comms center, both in terms of current
state and also future planning. Also, many
data/comms center vendors and service
providers are providing green alternatives.
Factor in these options when negotiating new contracts and planning upgrades.
Build your green strategyby considering
the following aspects when planning or upgrading a data/comms center:

prime

.

The existing utilization rate of your
servers, which includes the number of serv-

cost to run servers per year, the cooling
power consumption, and the cooling costs

.

The expected data growth ofthe data
center, which includes taking into account

future business demands and scenario
planning for a world in which environmental considerations are likelv to become
much more demanding.
Incorporate a green vision in your planning, because your future will be impacted
by Iegislation, standards, and market demands in this area.
Paul Kirvan, FBCI, CISSP, specializes in protecting
investments in voice and data communications and

ensuring network infrastructure resilience and survival.
He managed telecommunications at Reliance lnsurance,
lVcGraw-Hill, and Mount Sinai Medical Center. He is a
Fellow of the Business Continuity Institute and Ce(ified

ers in the environment, their average power

lnformation Systems Security Professional, Reach Paul

consumption, the cost to run per hour, the

at pkirvan@msn.com.

a

Marye Ann Fox, Ph.D.
Chancellor, University of California, San Diego

ACUTA: Please describe UCSD's apProach
to developing its Green strategy. What was
the original motivation, what are the key
components, and how does UCSD measure
its success?

Marye Anne Fox, a nationally known
chemist and academic leader, was named
the seventh chancellor ofthe University
of Caiifornia, San Diego in April 2004.
She also holds the title of distinguished
professor of chemistry and has received
honorary degrees from 12 institutions in the
U.S. and abroad.
Previously, Fox was chancelior and
distinguished university professor
of chemistry at North Carolina State
University. Before going to North Carolina,
Fox spent 22 years at the University of Texas,
where she advanced from assistant professor
of organic chemistry to vice president for
research and held the Waggoner Regents

Chair in chemistry.
Fox has held over 50 endowed lectureships
at universities around the world. She also
has served as visiting professor at Harvard
University, the University of Iowa, the
University of Chicago, the Universite Pierre
et Marie Curie in Paris and the Chemistry
Research Promotion Center in Taipei.
Fox earned a bachelor's degree in science

from Notre Dame College, a master's degree
in science from Cleveland State University
and a Ph.D. from Dartmouth Co1lege. She
has been elected to membership in the
National Academy of Sciences, the American
Association for the Advancement of Science,

and to fellowships in both the American
Philosophical Society and the American
Academy ofArts and Sciences.

Dr. Fox: UC San Diego has long been
recognized for its pioneering research in
global climate change and atmospheric
science. In fact, it was our own scientists,
Roger Revelle and David Keeling, who
provided the first proof 50 years ago that
carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere
were rising. We have continued to build
on their research and implement solutions
to preserve our environment for future
generations.

In addition to being one of the greenest
in the nation, the university has
launched the Sustainability 2.0 initiative,
campuses

and we're opening a Sustainability Resource
Center on campus in the fall. We're taking
the next step beyond traditional green
actions, and focusing on new technologies
and approaches to improve sustainability,
and help reduce our carbon footprint.
We are moving beyond recycling and

targeting a zero-waste campus. We're
moving from energy conservation to
energy independence. We're also looking
forward to some exciting projects including
the installation of an innovative fuel cell
energy generation and storage system, and
a wind turbine. In addition, all of our new
buildings will be LEED-certified (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design). Our
commitment to improving our environment
touches every corner of our campus.
We measure our success through

our

achievements:

.

We're well on our way to reaching our
goal of becoming a zero-waste campus

by 2020, thanks to the dedication and
1

0
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involvement of our campus community. We
currently divert 67 percent of our waste from
landfills, far exceeding our original goal of 50
percent waste diversion by 2008.

.

UC San Diego also is in the process
of converting its 800-vehicle fleet of cars,
trucks and other vehicles into low- and zeroemission models that eventually will rely on
renewable fuels only.

.

We continue to increase our alternative

and renewable energy production for the

campus. We now produce one megawatt
of energy from our photovoltaic panels
installed on rooftops and parking garages,
and our goal is to increase that production
to two megawatts.

.

Through our alternative transportation
program and outreach, we've significantly
reduced the number of single-occupancy
vehicles on our campus from 66 percent
in 2001 to 44 percent in 2009. That means
56 percent of our campus commuters
use alternative transportation, including
campus shuttles, public transit, carpooling,
vanpooling, walking and bicycling. In fact,
public transit use has seen a 186 percent
increase over the last three years; campus
shuttle ridership is up 15 percent from last
year; and average daily bicycling went up 76
percent from2007 to 2008.
We also educate tomorrow's
sustainability leaders. We offer numerous
sustainability courses, jobs, internships and
research opportunities for students.

. In addition, UC San Diego has
received numerous green leadership
and sustainability awards including two
Diamond Awards from the San Diego
Association of Governments for innovative
alternative transportation programs that
reduce traffic congestion and carbon
emissions. The campus also was recognized
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country are facing now, do you envision
the green initiatives as contributing to
the financial bottom line, or are they cost
items?

Dr. Fox: Green initiatives can and do
contribute to the flnancial bottom
line. I think the key is to start design
and construction with sustainability in
mind. That's why all of our new campus
construction is LEED-certifled. We use
recycled materials in our constructioni we
strategically place skylights and windows to
reduce the need for electric lighting; and we
get creative to make the most of our ocean
breezes, taking advantage of the natural
ventilation to reduce or eliminate the need
for air conditioning. These are examples

of low- or no-cost sustainable options.
We also install low-flow toilets, faucets
and sprinklers, which can be a little more
expensive up front, but the investment pays
off in the long run by lowering water and
energy bills for years to come.

I also think people are more
environmentally conscious right now
because they want to be green and save

1

2

money. People are turning off lights, taking
shorter showers and driving 1ess. It seems
the recession has helped change behavior
and enhanced our sustainability efforts.
ACUTA: What have been the greatest
obstacles to "going green" at UCSD? How
have you secured buy-in from camPus
constituents?

Dr. Fox: There was no need to secure buyin because the UC San Diego community
adopted a green outlook long ago, before
it was embraced locally, nationally, or
globally. Our students, faculty, and staff

of sustainable
methods
researching
innovation. They're
are on the cutting edge

to turn algae into biofuels. They're also
investigating new ways to optimize our
cogeneration plant, by using untapped
wind energy at night to reduce fossil
fuel use and by using seawater to reduce
consumption of fresh water. And thanks to
the forward-thinkers at UC San Diego, the
university just received funding from the
California Public Utilities Commission to
install an innovative 2.8 megawatt fuel cell
energy generation and storage system that
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will convert purified methane

gas

from

a

locai wastewater treatment plant directly
into electricity without combustion.
The methane is currently flared into the
atmosphere as waste gas. The renewable
energy project u'ill allow the university to
store off-peak power and tap the energy

during peak-demand hours, and will
reduce carbon dioxide greenhouse gas
emissions by an estimated 8,200 tons Per

year. It is the largest project ofits kind in
the world.

It's important to note that our campus
community is encouraged to share ideas
and, in some cases, our students have
been the driving force for new initiatives.
They lobbied to have fair trade products
in dining halls, to switch to compostable
utensils and plates, to eliminate the use of
plastic bags and Styrofoam, and to move

toward reusable water bottles instead of
disposable ones.

ACUTA: Are you partnering with any
community agencies or organizations for
large-scale, wide-area programs?

Dr. Fox: Many of UC San Diego's
achievements in sustainability have been
possible because of our partnerships with
numerous organizations and agencies.
We've partnered with BioFuels Energy to
collect the renewable methane gas for our
fuel cell energy generation and storage
system.

UC San Diego partners with regional
research institutions and private industry
in the San Diego Center for Algae
Biotechnology, which unites the best and
brightest minds in algai biofuel research
from various disciplines - biology,
chemistry, engineering, economics and
policy - to develop and translate research
discoveries in algal biofuels into real-worid

application and commercial success.
The university also recently partnered
with Concentrlx Solar, a concentrating
photovoltaic technology manufacturer, to
produce electricity with newly installed
soiar panels that automatically track the
sun as it crosses the daytime sky and
concentrates sunlight onto hundreds of

electricity-producing solar cells, each
smaller than a shirt button. The new
conventional photovoltaic technology. UC
San Diego has also partnered with Borrego
Solar, Envision Solar, Kyocera and Solar

provide a paperless iPhone application for
students. This has the potential to save a
considerable amount of paper since iPhone
users can now electronically access data
such as campus maps, online courses and
campus news without printing out the

Power Partners.

information.

panels have neariy twice the efficiency

We also partner

of

with local public transit
community

agencies to offer our campus

low- or no-cost alternate transportation
options, such as the free bus zone, and we
partner with Zipcar to offer car sharing for
alternate transportation commuters.
ACUTA: UCSD has committed to
the American College and University
Presidents Climate Commitment. How has
ICT helped to fulfill this commitment on

your campus?
Dr. Fox UC San Diego uses a variety of
advanced technologies and social networks
to exchange sustainability and campus

information, and encourage e-storage
to minimize paper use campuswide. In
fact, we were one of the first campuses to

As a leader in higher education, research
and sustainability, we're committed to
advancing our green efforts and taking

them to the next ievei. We've become a
global demonstration project for ultraclean fuel cells and photovoltaic energy,
and we're training the next generation
of sustainability leaders through realworld, hands-on research and experience.
Through our public and private
partnerships, and the efforts of our scholars
and students, UC San Diego has truly
become a Iiving laboratory for climate
change research and solutions.
ACUTA thanks Dr. Fox for giving us some of her valuable time to answer these questions and provide insights
into one of the most exemplary green programs in the
c0untry.
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Building the Green CamPus

Curt Harler
Contributing Editor

The environmental movement on college
campuses kicked off at the first Earth Day
in 1970. Although it was celebrated at many
universities, the rest of the world saw it as
part of the hippie or green movement'
Today, colleges are still at the epicenter of
the environmental movement, but these
days the leaders are administrators, engineers, and technology specialists who, on
the surface, would appear to be as unlike

Mcleod figures he spent $250,000 after
the fact to get Biodesign A to LEED Gold
certification, but he considers that cheap.
B.

"It

the builders built the energy efficiencies
that the architects designed-is relatively
expensive. "That's where a lot of people
stop with LEED;'Mcleod says.

1960s-era hippies as possible.

Schools ranging from Arizona State
University to Carnegie Mellon to Rowan
University all promote a green agenda in

their building projects, computer usage'
and beyond. They are not alone. A number
of colleges have been recognized by the U.S.
Green Building Council

(wwwleedbuilding.org)
for excellence in their
projects. USGBC promotes
the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design
(LEED) Green Building

parts to make usable machines and recycles

Many well-designed buildings will easily
LEED-certifr. "The biggest cost at ASU was
the processing of LEED information," says
Michael Mcleod, director of facility services for the Biodesign Institute at Arizona
State University. LEED certified two ASU
buildings-Biodesign A and later Biodesign

the rest.

tion of energyefficient buildings.
Colleges were among the

early-and frequent-in-

4

But for colleges it all starts with someone at
the campus level who has a "green" vision.

USGBC.

encourages and evaluates
construction and opera-

1

working to advance buildings that are environmentally responsible, profitable, and
healthy places to live and work. USGBC's
vision is that LEED buildings and communities will regenerate and sustain the health
and vitality of all life within a generation.

stitutions to hop on the LEED bandwagon.
ofspring 2009,253 higher-education facilities had earned LEED certifications from

third-party program that

buildings.

Based in Washington, DC, USGBC is

nonprofit organization composed of
leaders from across the building industry
a

Rowan University, a medium-sized
public university located in southern New
|ersey between Philadelphia and Atlantic
City, has that vision.'A couple ofyears ago,
we replaced all the old computer CRTs with
flat screens. There is not a single CRT on
this campus," says Tony Mordosky, Rowan's
associate provost flor information resources.
"Flat screens use one-third the energy when
operating, and they don't put off the heat
a CRT does." That heat adds up during the
summer when air conditioners kick on. The
old CRTs went either to a vendor who recycles them or to a nonprofit that salvages

Rating System. LEED is a

ASU's Biodesign Institute has two LEED -certified

was a low price because we had a

good design," he says. Commissioning the
building-having a third party make sure

As
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Savings like that make green projects

to appreciate. But sometimes convincing the powers-that-be to invest a million
dollars in energy-efficient buildings is a
easy

challenge.

Making the Sate

nie Bentzin, director of university s.rr,uin_

Rowan was the first New Jersey school to
sign what's commonly called the.,presi_
dents Commitment,, on sustainability put

able practice at Arizona State University.
"We are like any other college or comrner_

forth by the American Association for
rainability in Higher Educalion.

"It

cial

can be hard to make the sale,,, savs Bon_

building-still wrestling with making

the case on ROI [return on investment]
with our projects.,,
The answer, she says, is looking bel.ond
the cheapest cost per square foot for a
building or dara center and being willing to
pay a few dollars more today for a big sav_
ings tomorrow

Bentzin says she looks at her position as
being responsible for guiding the integra_
tion of sustainability for a city of g0,000

people-that's the

size of ASU,s student

body, faculty, and staff.
Every public university,s building proj_

labs and a business incubator on the first
floor and offers leased space on the second
floor to high-tech tenants. Here are the

electricity numbers: The new Education
Hall costs the school 3 cents per square foot
per day, year-round. Their library building,
similar in

Sus_

As recently as 2005, Rowan,s College

of

Education Building was not designed to
any particular standard-just good engi_
neering principles. "It was the right thing
to do," Orlins says. Although there was no
formal policy at the start, they decided to
design buildings that would meet LEED
Silver certifi cation standards. EventuallS
Rowan decided to go whole hog and get the
certification, too.
Their first LEED building was the
Samuel H. fones Innovation Center at the
South lersey Technology park. A 45,000_
square-foor building, ir houses high_tech

usage but built in 1994 before LEED stan_
dards were in place, costs 4.5 cents per square
foot per day. That 33 percent savings sounds
great, but it gets better.

Electricity for the old library building,
built in 1956 and renovated in 1997 to house
offices and classes, costs the college 6.2 cents
per square foot per day-double what the
sustainable buildings cost to operate.

"Both the old library and the new library
still have chillers local to those buildings,,,

ects are scrutinized by the legislature..,How

do you find the happy ground ofspending
more on the front end to save on the back
end while being realistic with today,s mar_
ket?" Bentzin asks.

According to a report called,.The Costs
and Financial Ilenefits of Green Buildings:
A Report to California's Sustainable Build_
ing Task Force," a college,s upfront invest_
ment of 2 percent extra in green building
design results, on average, in life cycle
savings of 20 percent of the total construc_

tion costs-more than

10 times the

initial

investment.
There are even better paybacks, accord_
ing to Dr. loseph Orlins, assistant vice pres_

ident for facilities at Rowan University, who
has the figures that prove their electricitv
savings.

Rowan University started as a teachers,
college and nor.r. offers its t 0,000 students
58 undergraduate degrees and 38 master,s
programs. Although Rowan is a public col_
lege, New lersey has floated no construction bonds in years.

"In the last 12 years, all construction has
been on our own nickel," Dr. Orlins savs.
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Education Hall's air conditioning comes from a highly efficient central
plant.

Orlins

says.

Orlins notes that energy consumPtion
changes by building usage. The 2003 science
building costs 7.6 cents per square foot per
day to operate, while the 1998 engineering
building costs 1 1.9 cents per square foot per
day. The latter, Orlins notes, is an energy-in-

tensive site with many comPuters, machines,
and a more sophisticated air-handling system than is found in classroom buildings'

Orlins suspects the cost of operation has
dropped recently since they tied the engineering building into the campus chilled
water loop. "Electricity costs should come
down, but we don't have suffrcient history

ward long-range planning and engineering
solutions."
Even at an engineering-driven camPus'

plans change. Originally, the goal for SCS
was to strive for Silver LEED certification'
Partlvay into the project, which is expected
to open before fall 2009, they decided to
"go for the Gold" and step up the planning'

"From our energy model we are estimating the total annual energy savings to
be $127 ,4521'says james Nadeau, design
engineer for Carnegie Mellon's architect
ARUP (www.arup.com), a global comPany

that specializes in design and consulting for
green buildings' Computer centers are notorious generators of heat. Carnegie Mel-

degrees and easing the

a
d.rr. Thut, alone, will give Carnegie-Mellon
good return on its energy-saving investment'
Sometimes it is good to have figures like that

on hand when talking about construction'
Tough EconomY

The current tough economy has reduced
new construction at most camPuses to a
minimum. Bentzin sees this as an opPortunity to step back and do some solid planning. "We've come a long way as a university
and a state," she says. Bentzin and the ASU
team are fortunate to have backing at the
highest level. It is not simply being political to point to ASU president Michael M'
Crow as a proPonent of green policies and

sustainability. In fact, in a spring
2007 interview with the ACU1IA
"SusIournal (page 31), Crow said,
the
of
redefinition
the
tainability is

on it yet to say how muchi'he
says.

ASU is still trYing to understand the savings. "Since we
opened Biodesign B, everY month
we have reduced our energY use,"

human-environment relationshiP
from the polarizing one of the 1960s
and 1970s when one needed to take
a side either for the environment or
for developmentl'Crow said that to

Mcleod says. ASU is currentlY
working up specifics on cost sav-

ensure quality of life, humans need
to deploy regenerative systems that
meet the needs of both human and

ings.
One way theY cut costs is with
850 3x5-foot PolYcrYstal solar
panels on the roof, Providing
I2,000 square feet of generation.
Solar panels give ASU 270 kW of
power. That's about 15 Percent of
all their energy consumPtion for
the building, Mcleod

saYs'

designed to open for
The office windows seen here at Carnegie Mellon are
and heating unit' thermostat
its
own
has
office
each
t.",if"ion;
""i"i"i
cir."i"ti"n i" the building is cool; the air is heated as necessary by units
il;;';e;i;;d"ir of6.". Pho"to bv Ratf Brown' senior svstems scientist in the
Instilute
School ol Computer Science's Language Technologies

Engineering Excellence

Carnegie Mellon in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has several LEED buildings on campus'
The first was the Newhouse Building, put up
about eight years ago. A culture of engineer-

ing excellence at Carnegie Mellon strives for
the kind of efficiencY seen at ASU.
Andrew Reilly is senior project manager
for the School of Computer Sciences (SCS)
Complex at Carnegie Mellon, "It did not require much of a selling job herej' says Reilly
of their decision to go green' "Our culture
on campus has always leaned that way-to1

6

air-conditioning bur-

lon makes use of enthalpy wheels, which

from the air. "We are doing
heat recovery throughout the building,"
exchange heat

Reilly says.
Depending on the time of Year, the
enthalpy wheels exchange heat from the
air exhausted from the building' In the
winter, the wheel preheats air coming in
from outdoors, raising its temperature by

In summer, it does the same in
reverse, dropping the outdoor air temperature sucked into the building by l5 or 20

20 degrees.
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ecological systems without compromising the ability of these systems to
meet the needs of all future genera-

tions.
ASU got a quick start on sustainable projects. It had the first LEED
Platinum project in Arizona. The

Biodesign project was done in two phases'
Biodesign A was done in 2005, and Biodesign
B was done a year and a half later' Biodesign

A won a Gold LEED certiflcation' The irony
is that they were shooting for silver certification with Biodesign A and gold with Biodesign B...but both eclipsed their goals'

Interestingly, Carnegie Mellon started
the SCS project with a Silver certification in

mind but improved it to Gold. Even though
it was successful this time, Reilly says it is
best to start with a specif,c goal in mind'

"Set your goals at the beginning
of the
project and stick to them,,, he advises other
colleges looking at going the same route.,.If
you integrate green or LEED into the design
from the start, it costs a minimal amount of

money to do it and to do it right. If you do
as an afterthought, it will make the

it later,

project much more expensive.,,
The reason they made the modifications
to go Gold rather than Silver, Reilly says, was

that they were close enough to making the
Gold certification level and decided the small

continues, contemplating how to give of_
fice users good lighting and still maintain
energy efficiency.
There are side benefits to good lighting.
A study by Carnegie Mellon that measures
the relationship between increased light_
ing control and productivity showed an
increase of up to 26 percent in productivity
and27 percent headache reduction.
Students can benefit, too. \A4rile it did
not include college students, one study

added cost was iustifiable.

done in 1999 by the Heschong Mahone
Group found students with the most dav_

Go Green-Headache Free

lighting in their classrooms p.og."r."d 20

"Energy efficiency is a big part of the proj_
ect," says Reilly of Carnegie Mellon,s SCS. But
there are other green aspects to the computer

percent faster on math tests and 26 percent
faster on reading tests in one year than
those with the Ieast daylighting.

center, as well. One perhaps surprising aspect
is an acoustic requirement that noise be kept

below a given level.
Noise is distracting in any environment,
perhaps more so in a computer building.
The design of the SCS includes a number of
atriums and meeting places where people
can come together and talk about situations

Other Programs

There are local off-campus programs, too,
spearheaded by colleges. The Green House
Project at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio,
encourages landlords and tenants to make
efficiency improvements in local rentals
with help from the Corporation for Ohio

Appalachian Development (COAD) and
Ohio University's Office of Sustainability.
Nineteen landlords have enrolled in the
program since it started in May 200g. Three
properties recently received reimbursement

for efficiency improvements completed as
the final step in a project that includes free
professional energy audits, education, and
personalized feedback for both tenants and
landlords. The remaining units are still
working through the process and will make

ylqTA - We Make Buying
515 N. Washinqton Ave.Suite 405
Saginaw, MI48607
Toll Free: 888-964-2227
www. mictatech.org

and solutions. The challenge was to keep the
noise levels contained to the public areas and

to prevent it from filtering up the corridors
and into the office areas.
"We've done a lot to keep it quiet,,,Reilly

Terhnology Solutions foi,rAembers Notionwide

In fact, the computer group was specific
that they liked the minimal noise level in one
of their old buildings and definitely did not
says.

want sound levels as high in another. The
designers included the acoustics as a project
goal. Down the road, acoustics likely will be
added to the LEED standards as another as_
pect to be considered along with heat, light,
and recyclability.
The offices were built to give exposure
to daylight. Therein is a challenge..About
95 percent of all offices have outside views,,,
Reilly notes. And about 50 percent of the
building's skin is glass. "The challenge is that
glass has an R-value finsulating value] of 3 or
5 versus 19 or 20 for other materials,,, Reilly

Emergency Notification Systems
Learning Management Systems
Telecommunications
Video Integrated Classrooms
MiCTA represents all nonprofit entities including educa_

t,,on?1,

.governmental, llbraries, healthcare, religious,
charitable,
and public sector with membeis in all 50
states. MiCTA produces and publishes collaborative RFp,s
generating agreements that are made available
to all
MiCTA members in good standing.

improvements and receive reimbursement
soon.

Additional
Resources
If your school

is

just getting started

with sustainable practices, the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (www.
aashe.org) is a great place to start'

It

in 2006 with a mission to
promote sustainability in all sectors of

was founded

higher education-from governance
and operations to curriculum and
outreach-through education, communication, research, and professional
development.
Among other Projects, AASHE is
spearheading a Program it calls STARS
( Sustainability Tracking, Assessment
& Rating System) to formalize classification of campus sustainability'
with guidelines for colleges to measure
themselves and qualify for different
levels of recognition.

Many schools, including Rowan,
have green sections. Check out Rowan's

website at www.rowan.edu/rugreen (get
it?), where they promote their green ini
tiatives.
The New )erseY Higher Educa-

tion Partnership for Sustainability site
(www.njheps.org) offers such tools as
a Campus Sustainability Assessment
and links to other programs of interest
to any camPus trying to move ahead
with a sustainability program. Some 40
universities, community colleges, and
theology schools are members.

1
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The Green House Project aims to improve
the energy efficiency of off-campus student
rental units in Athens. Landlords apply to
have their properties audited and receive
a 50 percent rebate ofup to $500 for ef-

Nadeau is proud to point out that they

kW Power consumption in
the Biodesign Project.
have saved 100

Others point to big savings, too' According to OU Green House project coordinator Molly Shea, lowering student-tenant
utility bills is one of the primary benefits of

ficiency improvements made within six
months of the audit, as well as free compact-fluorescent lightbulbs and a low-flow

the project.

showerhead. Student tenants are educated
about conservation measures they can take
to lower utility bills and reduce wear on the

to as Part of the Green House Project have
been excited to learn about things they can
do to reduce these costs," said Shea, who

home's energy systems. Participating units
also benefit from promotions through the

frequently makes recommendations for
further improvements during a personal
consultation included in the project'

school's Office of SustainabilitY'
"We're into making houses more efficient so that they're more rentablei'says
landlord ]oel Laufman, who recently completed the Program for the first ofhis22
Athens properties.

Laufman enrolled in the program hoping to reduce air leakage from the windows
in his North Lancaster ProPerty' Based on
COAD's energY audit, Laufman added a

foot of attic insulation and replaced seven
windows in the unit. The total investment
of about $2,000 was softened by the $500
Green House Project rebate'
Lessons Learned

Bentzin says one of the lessons she has
learned from sustainable projects is that'

building is built, the work is
far from done. "Our energy managers spent
quite a bit of time balancing the buildings,"

even when the

she says. The Biodesign buildings are quite

computer-, centrifuge-, and autoclaveintensive. In short, they are energy hogs'
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"students are definitely concerned
about utility costs. The students I've talked

The Green House Project serves a number of related goals, which include offsetting Ohio University's carbon footprint
as mandated by the Presidents Climate
Commitment; reducing Athens' greenhouse
gas emissions as directed by the Cool Cit-

Initiative; and heightening awareness
among Ohio University students and their
landlords of the relationship among energy use, utility costs, and climate change'

ies

(

greenhouseProject@ohio.edu)

The Green House Project was made
possible through a $50,000 grant from
the Sugar Bush Foundation, a support-

ing organization of The Ohio University
Foundation that seeks to foster sustainable
development in Appalachian Ohio' Funds
are expected to enable at least 40 units
to undergo audits and receive rebates for
improvements. The project will be accepting a second round of applications after all
currently enrolled units have received reimbursements.

For more information about the Green
House Project, contact or visit the Office of
Sustainability's Web site at www.ohio.edu/

eight to 20 in a typical lab. However, if the
system senses an open beaker ofalcohol,
for instance, it steps the number of changes

sustainability.

up to 10 per hour.

Orlins cautions other schools to be sure
that projects are custom designed. "Be sure
the design professionals put in the right size
systems for the loads," he says, noting that
some seem to cut and paste what worked in
one similar-sized building for new projects.
"Do the calculations and the backup work.

"A cubic foot of air-conditioned air per
year costs us $5," Mcleod says. "By reducing the cFm moved, you save on the fan

operation, chilling the air and other areas."
Moving Fonivard

Bentzin calls herself a "matchmaker" and
job is to connect the dots to bring

Design; don't just hit the Xerox button,"

says her

Orlins says.

people together. She is not an engineer or
architect or project manager. Rather she is
a voice across ASU. She spends a big chunk
of her time giving presentations to groups

He says colleges should design buildings
with good envelopes-walls and rooms

with good insulation values.
"Orient buildings to advantage with
their solar loads to make the most of solar
systems," Orlins continues.

Mcleod strongly agrees. "The type of
building, its use, where it is located ...all
make a difference," he says, adding that one

of the benefits of LEED is that it stimulates
thinking about savings.
Biodesign B has a host of green features
from waterless urinals to locally produced
terrazzo floors, local brick on the outside,
and local river stone for underneath.
The air system allows unused labs to
turn air over four times per hour, versus

ranging from turf maintenance to telecommunications, from print shop to the professors. Last year, alone, she gave her

talk

150

"I'I

'I'd like to formalize a computer stratwould set computers to go to sleep
when they are not used," Bentzin says.
Software on servers might help broaden the
reach of this energy-saving initiative.
egy that

Mordosky says Rowan has a similar program, with energy-efficient work stations
that go lo standby when not in use.
Another project in the early stages is
one that would cluster all of ASU's servers
into a couple of energy-efficient buildings,
where cooling would be optimized and the
heat generated by the computers possibly
reused.

"It's not worth the expense of the project with servers scattered over 150 buildings," she realizes. She also knows there
territory battles to be fought.

talk to anyone who listens," she
laughs. "I see it as having 80,000 potential
change agents at the university if I can only
reach out to them."

She would like to do some human behavioral engineering, too. Research shows
that when printers are handy, people print
more documents. Are they needed?

The presentation resonates with people.
The print shop, where letterhead and business cards are printed, took her message
to heart and started a move to 100 percent
recycled paper on its own.

"Why do we need so many desktop
printers?" she asks, noting the increased
use of energy, paper, toner, and resources.

times.

She sees a lot of places where IT at any
campus could green its operations.

Ifprinters

are located at a single location,
requiring people to get up from their desks
to grab copies, perhaps savings could be
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Reilly is concerned about the other
aspect of human behavior: un-engineering
systems that do not meet people's needs
well. He has seen situations where buildings
are designed to be green but the end users
circumvent the systems. One that comes to
mind is lighting controls in offices. If the
office users do not like the light levels, they

cost, and usability. Something as simple

simply tape over the sensor.
"The idea is that green technology
should function without any adverse effects
on the users," Reilly says. "The technology
should become a part of their normal routines."

Behavior modification can work both
ways, of course. "Today's systems do not
require a CPU in every ofhce," Bentzin continues. She is talking to the CTO about not
just issuing policy but also helping modi$,
people's work habits.

With every proposed energy-saving

as choosing the waste can

laptops.

printer and shredder paPer can be a challenge. A top-loading can might be cheaper,
but it requires lifting by someone to empty.
The bags can break, adding to frustration

"We want to reduce the number of
computer labs by 16 to 18 over the next five
years," Mordosky says. If 16 labs average 25

and labor costs. A green campus looks at

eliminating 400 computers. They will use

alternatives.

blade servers on the back end.

Rowan has a co-generation Plant on
campus that uses natural gas to produce

In addition, the university committed to purchasing a significant portion
of its electricity from renewable sources.
"We get 25 percent of our power from wind

At ASU, Bentzin's wish list is a long
one. Given how far institutions like ASU
and Carnegie Mellon have come, it would
seem they would sit on their laurels a bit
and bask in the sunshine. But they see
themselves in the early phase of a long-term

power," Orlins says proudly.

greening process.

steam heat.

IT

is also doing its part. Mordosky says

they are working on the final steps of a
university'rvide program to make the entire
246-acre campus wireless-indoors and out.
"Our long-term goal is to virtualize a number of computer labs," he explains. Software

change, there are fights over aesthetics,

20

for disposing of

will run off the networks for students using
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workstations each, that's the equivalent of

"It's going to take some time. But we're
taking the first steps," Bentzin concludes.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and speaker, specializing in technology topics. He is a contributing editor to
lhe ACIJTA Journal, and he can be reached at curt@

curtharler.com. a

Pay Attention: Your

Gary Audin
Delphi, lnc.

lcT Erectric Just went Up

How much of the power bill at your organization is
for information communications technology (ICTX A few years ago, congress tasked the
EpA with a study of government data
center energy consumption. The report, which
was rereased in August zioz , irtitled ..EpA
Report to congress on server and Data center Energy
Efficiency,, (www.energystar.gov/index.
cfm?c-prod-development-server-efficiency_study).
According io their findings, greater than
l '5 percent of the electrical power consumed
in the united states is for data center operation.
This figure is expected to rise to 3 percent by 2010.
The report concluded that r0 percent of the data
center and server energy usage in the
united States can be attributed to the federal government.
The report also

siated that existing
technologies and strategies could reduce typical
data center energy use by 25 percent, and even
greater reductions will come with advancing technologies.

Figure 1. Commercial electricity costs
continue to rise
=
o
E

The report does not include the power consumed
in the telecom and LAN closets. when
the closets are added to the bill, the power consumption
by ICT technology probably exceeds
2 percent of the energy consumed in the united
states. According to a Nemertes Research
report, power and power scalability are the primary challenge
fo. 63 percent of enterprises,
governments, and institutions.

r0.5

Energy Conservation

10.0

The EPA announced Energy Star specifications for
data center servers
on May 10, 2009. The new server standard is a good
start. While this
standard focuses on the operation of the server during
its idle state,

6

=
o

=

forthcoming standards will cover server energy use under
load condi_
tions. A second announcement later this year will focus
on

o
o

storage

q

€
o

Source: Energy Information Administration

systems.
To help data center management at any organization
reduce ener_
gy costs, the U.S. Department of Energy has developed
a set of tools.
Organizations can use the DC pro software tool suite to
identiS, and
evaluate energy-efficiency opportunities in data centers.
The suite
includes a profiling tool and a set of system assessment
tools to perform energy assessments
on specific areas of a data center. The goal ofthis effort
is to reduce energy consumption by
10 percent by 2011. These software tools and
other resources are available at www.eere.energy.
gov/datacenters. A fact sheet, DC pro Software Tool
Suite,is available at wwwl.eere. energy.gov/

industry/saveenergynoddc_pro.html.
The High Cost of Energy

The growth of voIP and the deployment of IP phones
are increasing the power and air-conditioning requirements in data center, LAN, and telecom
closets.

The selection of server blades,
storage units, core and edge switches, UpS backup,
form ofpower over Ethernet (poE) deliv_
ery, and Class 2 or 3 Ip phones all contribute to
the energybill.
There are substantial rate differences across the united
States. The closer your data center
is to inexpensive power sources, the better. some
states are providing utilities with financial

incentivestoconservepowerthattheyarethenpassingontocustomers.>
ACTJTA Journar or rnformation
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The Department of Energy updates weekly a site that displays
(http://tonto'eia'doe'gov/
state
by
rates
utility
most recent electrical
for difstate/). Table 1 provides some rates in cents per kilowatt-hour
numbers
the
table'
the
in
is
used
rafes
ferent states. Although the term
institution could
are actually the state's average cost of usage' The
as the industrial
low
or
as
have charges as high as the commercial
charges.

2009 rates comPale to the lQ 2008
based on locarates for seven states. Note the major cost differences
Table

I illustrates how the lQ

tion.
Table I. Comparing 1Q 2009 and 1Q 2008 rates

State

Residential
(+10% avo.

increase\

Commercial
(+6% avo

increasel

NewYork 19.42l17.46/kWh 1797/1572/kWh
Washington 7.82/7,59/kWh 669/666/kWh
California 14.59/12.43/kWh 14'2l1342/kWh

lllinois
Texas
U.S.

Industrial
(+14% avo increase)

1048/925/kWh
505/489/kWh
11'09/'1063/kWh

11.27l11.13/kwh 8.44l893/kwh 767l638/kwh
13.42l12.48/kWh 1089/1014/kWh 898/780/kWh

average 11.94/ 10.81 / kWh

10

77l

1014/kWh

7'36/6 44lkWh

Local Power Rates (1O09/1008) in .xx Cents
Source http://tonto.eia.d0e.gov/state/
kWh = kilowatlhours

and
Comparing the three average rates-residential' commercial'
rates are highest'
residential
The
consistency:
is
one
industrial-there
location of
The power rates will vary significantly, depending on the
The cost
year'
of
time
the
and
States,
sites, where in the United
the

per year
of energy production is also increasing from 5 to 20 percent
2007
in'
state
'
and as much as 50 percent in one
The CIO and the Power Budget
\A4eo pays the energy

bill varies with the organization' I have not

ICT' In
found an official survey of who pays for the energy used by
data center'
some cases, ICT is billed for the energy consumed in the
of
Most CIOs have apparently been treating the energy cost as Part
signifidoing business and have not procured equipment that would
cantly reduce the energv cost.
Most of the attention has focused on data center rack and floor
keeps the real esspace consumption' Packing more blades per rack
too large' The
expanding
from
space
floor
center
tate bill for the data
air-conditioning
and
energy
the
is
that
disadvantage of this approach
significantly'
expense per data center square foot of space has risen
in the
hidden
are
closet
the
in
The costs for the energy consumed
of
this enidea
any
have
enterprises
building budget, and few
general

ergy cost.
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Energy for ICT

Virginia
Rick Siepka, manager of customer service at Dominion
residenfrom
different
are
rates
enterprise
Power, said that
Power
only
charged
typically
is
power
residential
tial power rates because
on power consumPtion.
flxed rate
Enterprise rates are charged for consumption plus a
a
connection
essentially
is
Demand
for the demand connection.
on the amount of energy that can be delivered to
charge based
than a 500
a site (e.g., a data center that requires more

kilowatt

will
demand). The total cost Per kilowatt-hour for the enterprise
per
pay
more
will
demand
high
vary. A single shift operation with
continuruns
that
a
site
for
kilowatt-hour than the same demand
is pro-rated over
ously 24 hours per day, because the demand cost
a

longer day.

enterprise
Siepka provided some interesting statistics about
of
the IT inpercent
data center power consumption' About 50
frastructure power bill is consumed by operating equipment'
is for
About 43 peicent of the power consumed in a data center
lighting'
cooling. The remaining energy costs include UPS losses'
for general
and miscellaneous use. He compared the power used
per year' with
office space at 16.4 kilowatt-hours Per square foot
square foot per year for a data center' This
575

kilowatt-hours Per

means that the data center consumes 35 times more Power Per
square foot than the olfice.

The office is considerably larger than the data center space
carefully
for most enterprises' This, it behooves the institution to
conif
the
to
see
strategies
Power
review their IT procurement
This
selection'
judicious
equipment
by
sumption can be lowered
will
and
expense
operating
versus
is a trade off of capital exPense
lower the total cost of ownership (TCO)'

ThebladeServerSaturationintherackshasincreasedthepow-

server racks had
er and air-conditioning issues' Before 2001' most
4 kilowatts
about 14 servers running off of 120 volts' consuming
off 208
running
42
servers
(kW). By 2001, a rack contained about
as
require
can
racks
consuming 20 kW. Today's blade server

volts,

much as 24 kW Per rack.

of an energy issue for the VoIP/IPT systems is storage'
As unified
Storage will mostly be for voicemail and archiving'
Less

will also
communications becomes more prevalent, storage usage
enterthe
increase. The changed e-discovery rules will increase
of unified
prise's storage requirements. It is expected that all forms
communications information will be candidates for long-term
There are now storage products for the data center that
storage.

reduce the energy costs of storage'

A resource for white paPers on power and cooling is the AmerWhite paican Power Conversion (APC-MGE) site, www'apc'com'
on data
per numbers 43,46,49,and 69 have valuable information
issues'
cooling
and
power
center, closet, and VoIP

Heat = Waste

Too much heat in one area will actually affect the uptime, reliability, and longevity of the IT devices. Each 1 8 degree incre-

ment above 70 degrees Fahrenheit reduces the reliability by an

of 50 percent. In some data centers, temperatures as high
as 100 degrees Fahrenheit-even using fans-are not unusual.
average

The heat generated by blade servers has increased the concentration/density of heat produced in the racks. In-rack cooling
systems are especially useful for cooling hotspots, such as dense
server concentrations. Another solution has been to reduce
the number of servers per rack, thereby spreading out the heat
load-but this increases the floor space needed in the data center, which adds another cost.
The Uptime Institute studies (www.uptimeinstitute.org)
indicate that 90 percent of data centers have 2.6 times the cool-

ing capacity needed, but still had hotspots covering l0 percent
of their total floor space. One data center had 25 percent of the
floor space overheated, even though the cooling capacity was 10
times what was needed for their facility. The theoretical power
savings can range from 20 to 30 percent when the cooling is
focused on the hotspots and the burden on the in-room air-conditioning systems is reduced. This will also allow the data center
room to operate at a more comfortable temperature for the ICT
staff.

The Uptime analysis also found that air escaped through unsealed cable holes and conduits, causing an average of 72 percent
of the cooling capacity of major data centers to bypass the computing equipment entirely.
Calculating the heat generated for a data center or LAN
closet follows the method shown below (from Power and Cooling for

VoIP and IP Telephony Applications byViswas Purani, Table 1, http://
www.apcmedia.com/salestools/SADE-5TNRLR_RO_EN.pdf
).

Total watts for IT equipment

=

- .6
LAN endspan PoE input power X
Midspan PoE input power X .4
Lighting at full watts

=_

=_

=_
=_

UPS power rating X .09

ADD ALL ABOVE FOR TOTAL WATTS =
Total watts X .86

: _

_

Watts needed for cooling that closet

Going Green ls Good

The majority of CIOs and ICT equipment purchasers do not consider the power consumption in the data center, unless that site is

noticeably large. The CFO is asking for ways to reduce costs. The
consensus of ICT management is that unless there is measurable
energy cost savings, energy consumption will not be a factor in
equipment selection. This is even more evident in the equipment
selected for the closets, since there is rarely any knowledge of what
the closet energy bill is for the enterprise. As energy rates continue
to rise, there is more than a possibility that energy cost management will be another responsibility of ICT.
Going green may be a social issue for some, but it will become
more and more a business issue. Even if the capital cost of buying
more energy-efficient IT equipment breaks even with the energy
TCO, the institution is a social winner in the end.
Gary Audin is president of Delphi, lnc., a consulting lirm that specializes in communica-

tions and ICT power conservation. He is a frequent contribulor lo the ACUTA Journal
and has spoken at many ACUTA events over the years, Contact Gary at delphi-inc@
att.net.
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Green IT. lt's Academic
Marist College in Poughkeepsie, New York, is located on the Hudson River in an area of the
state known for its natural beauty. Even visitors recognize the college's responsibility to pre-

Jim Romeo

serve its bucolic campus. Marist and many other colleges understand the need to manage

sustainably and collaborate with students and faculty to be good environmental stewards. One
Marist department that is working hard to walk the green talk is IT.

Bill Thirsk, vice president of information technology and CIO of Marist College, has a true
appreciation and passion for environmental stewardship, and he puts this passion into action
everyday. He says that when he arrived at Marist two years ago, most everyone knew about
environmental stewardship, but Marist was a leader at putting the principles to work in an operational environment.
says Thirsk. "The administration
what
we
need
to
do-and
then doing it with as little impact
spends considerable time deciding
it
is
servers
and other equipment, it
easy to buy
as possible. Our bottom line is that although
is much more challenging not to and still grow, meet our mission, and service [our] requirements. This is what drives our core innovations, maintains as small a
Icarbon] footprint as possible, and sustains our excellence."

"Marist students and faculty live it and insist upon it,"

Marist College neighbors the Hudson

Many institutions of higher learning have woven green objectives into
the long list of things they would like to achieve. Within their IT departments, there are opportunities to purchase assets that are energy efficient
and that help adopt a green approach to campus operations. For some,
the progress is slow and steady. Others are making great strides with
many different environmental initiatives.

"Marist has a persistent'go green'component to our operations," says
Thirsk. "With 5,000 students, our campus is an excellent model of a medium-size town with academic initiatives, administrative operations, and
a campus social life that is very energetic."
Green Ambitions at Wash

U

Washington University in St. Louis (WUSTL) is another university where green ambitions are
high. Like many other institutions, they strive to implement green initiatives within the scope
of Il despite a limited staff and budget. However, they are ever conscious of how green intentions may compromise service to end-users.
"WUSTLs School of Engineering and Applied Science has switched, or is in the process of
switching, PC vendors so that we are now purchasing Energy Star 4.0-compliant equipment,"
says Robert Guthrie, executive director of computing and information technology services at
Washington University in St. Louis' School of Engineering.

'

Guthrie explains that at WUSTL they have configured all computers and monitors in their
PC labs to go into standby mode when idle. They are also incorporating green design into the
data center that will be built in the new building by including vented racks, as oppossed to
other means of ventilation that require electricity. However, these initiatives are more complex
than they appear on the surface and demand more equipment and people than appears.
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"By far the greatest challenge facing us
trying to meet the level of urgency
that some of our customers feel 'going
has been

green'demands," says Guthrie. "In every

imperfect
understanding of either the technical challenges or the customer service concerns
that we have to overcome to deploy our
'going green'solutions. For example, we
recently completed implementing the capability for'wake on LAN'for the roughly 300
PCs in our teaching labs. This enables us
to put the PCs into a very low power usage
state when they are idle."
case, these customers had an

Work in Progress

But Guthrie also emphasizes the importance of evaluating what effect green initiatives have on students and other users.
"Since we have a limited staff, we use a
of automation to help us deploy software security patches," he says. "Making the
1ot

power conservation changes was relatively
easy; however, incorporating them into our
scripts, testing them, and ensuring that we
could maintain the expected quality levels
took some careful planning and testing.
In addition, since the students were still in
class, we also had to consider our PC lab
service hours landl 2417 commitment."
Guthrie contends that the greatest
strides in going green are quickly forgotten if IT resources are encumbered or not
availabie because of it. Any decision or
action to go green must ensure that it does

not compromise service.
"The last thing we wanted to do was
to compromise our students'ability to get
their work done, especially as we got closer

to the end of the semester," he says. "Unfortunately, despite having put our'going
green'project into our portfolio lor the
spring semester, and completing it on time,
we had to endure many complaints that we
were not moving forward with our efforts
as quickly as the customers wanted."

Marist College has a similar position.
"Our technology is the backbone of the
communications and support services we
provide, and it is extremely important that
we manage our assets for the highest possible return," Thirsk says. "Our technology
plant is based on extremely high-efficiency
mainframe architecture that is configured
as a cloud offering myriad software systems
as services to our community. Although we
are a college by mission, our high performance-computing environment suggests a
much larger institution. We provide more
than 800 server-based systems, of which
600 are virtualized, meaning they have no
additional energy costs as we add them. In
fact, any student who would like a virtualized server may have one, nol jusl our computer science and technology students."
But there are many opportunities to
go green. According to Thirsk, the

bottom

Iine goal is to reuse, recycle, or repurpose,
and the top line goal is to not waste energy
or resources by getting the most out of the
technology assets purchased in the first
p1ace.

For example, Marist participates in

power-sharing arrangements over a community grid.'A full use of our technology
assets and our power consumption is our
participation in the world community grid
in cooperation with IBM," explains Thirsk.

"Millions of Internet-attached computwith a screen saver running while
not in use. Our PC and laptop computers
ers idle

provide CPU processing power to help
solve the world's most pressing questions
of science when they are idle. The Human
Genome Project, disease research, studies
about AIDS and muscular dystrophy, and
other large-scale research projects continu-

ally run over this grid. To date, over a quarter of a million computing years of
research has been achieved in only a few
'real years' by grid members, half of them
on the Marist section of the grid."
Thirsk says the university has taken
initiatives that over time make a big
difference. These include recycling printer
cartridges and outdated hardware and
data tapes. Their Digital Production Center reuses paper by making various sizes
of scratch pads. They also have a forward
initiative to save hundreds of thousands
of pages of paper by not printing but archiving data. They have selected energy-efficient Lenovo LCD monitors, which are
Energy Star 4.0 compliant, TCO.03 compliant, and EPEAI Silver compliant. They
have configured their monitors to go into
"standby" or "sleep" after being idle for a
period of time, allowing them to use minimal power.
sma1l

One area they have focused on and built

into the performance criteria for managers is server reduction. "So far, 10 large
servers have been retired, and the entire
Web infrastructure has been moved to our
IBM mainframe," says Thirsk. "Since this

mainframe is extremely green, the gross
reduction in kilowatts and BTUs has been
one-for-one yield."
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University of Central Missouri Undertakes
Radical Energy-Efficiency I mprovements

Jelfery Morris
Director of University Relations

Chief Communications

Off

icer

University ol Central Missouri

Chad Remboldt
Educational Facilities Consultanl
Trane

When University of Central Missouri
(UCM) president Aaron Podolefsky first
revealed his vision for the physical future of
the university during his State of the University address in August 2008, he likely did
not know how much the university would
be able to reduce its energy consumption
and carbon footprint.
Now, advanced computer modeling
indicates that proposed energy conserva-

tion measures will generate a 32 percent
reduction in utility costs and greenhouse
And to sweeten the deal even
more, the university will be able to pay for
the upgrades that will deliver the cost savings directly from those future savings.
gas emissions.

Founded in 1871 as a teacher's college,

UCM, in Warrensburg, Missouri, has more
than 11,000 undergraduate and graduate
students. The school is embarking on an
unprecedented 24-month, $36. I million

project that will radically reduce energy
consumption and the university's carbon
footprint, while making a significant improvement to the learning environment.
The improvements reflect the university's commitment to the sustainability of
the environment and available resources.

UCM took a comprehensive approach
to the process of improving its infrastructure-the heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning, as well as other basic underlying systems that optimize the school's
buildings-and to generating campuswide
support for the improvement efforts.
At the start, UCM was looking for new
ideas to address aging and outdated systems

and to help meet commitments to reducing
energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions on campus.

UCM was not alone in its need to
address aging infrastructure. One out

of

every two schools is updating its campus
master plan to cope with issues such as
increasing enrollment and aging facilities,
according to Capital Budgeting Practices in
Public Higher Education (APPA, 2006).

Going green is also becoming increasingly important for schools to attract
students. Sixty-three percent of college
applicants are looking for a green campus,
according to the Princeton Review (2008).

"The energy service company (ESCO)
agreement comes as a breath of fresh air to
those wanting UCM to make monumental
changes to its carbon footprint," says Manny Abarca, a senior UCM political science
major from Kansas City. He adds, "We need

to change the way we have been living, as
students, staff, and faculty, and make sustainability part of this new lifestyle where
we no longer accept waste, no longer accept
un-recyclable products, and most important no longer let others ruin our planet.
It's time for a change, and I am proud to
say that my university is a champion in sustainability."

UCM followed best practices in its
improvement approach, building a business case for the improvements, carefully
researching the need and the best potential
solutions, securing funding, and then creat-

ing support for the entire effort.
University Leadership Plays Crucial Role

At UCM, the commitment to improvement was led from the highest levels of
the administration. As a charter signatory
of the American College and University
Presidents Climate Commitment in 2007 ,
Podolefsky had already agreed to creating a
more sustainable campus environment.
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Tips for Success
Here are some tips to ensure success
for a green initiative such as that undertaken by UCM.

.

Identifryour key stakeholder

groups and keep them updated every
step of the way. Make "no surprises"

infrastructure improvements and related
savings and, ultimately, to implement the
designated solutions. An audit uses historical utility data to evaluate operational
savings for proposed energy conservation
measures (ECMs).

The team collected and averaged three
utility expenses to create a snapshot ofannual utility use and to reflect

years of

seasonal changes and annual variance.

your motto when it comes to keeping
stakeholders up-to-date.

They also conducted an operations and

.

of repair and replacement work orders (in-

A strong leader is key to a successful infrastructure improvement process. Find someone at the administrative level who can build a team to see
the project through while remaining
involved start to finish,

.

Make sure that team members

in charge of scheduling do their
homework before any improvements
begin so that you can minimize interruptions on campus for students,
staff, and faculty. Provide a very clear
timeline for improvements for subcontractors and vendors, and insist
that they meet the dates.

As a result, the university took the key step
of aligning its green initiative with its vision
and mission as a learning institution.
The second key leader was Dr. Betty
Roberts, vice president for administration
and finance. By staying in close communication with Podolefsky, Roberts and her
staff led the university's concentrated team
effort to develop a comprehensive approach

toward more efficient energy usage and a
much improved learning and working environment.
Audit Helps Build a Business Case

maintenance analysis, reviewing 12 months

ing an in-depth audit to identi$, potential
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24-month, $36.1 million performance contract, reallocating funds from three existing
budgets (utility, operations and maintenance, and capital repair and replacement)
would enable UCM to pay for the improvements. A performance contract is a package
of products and services customized to deliver significant energy and operating cost
reductions.
lmprovemenls Create a Better Learning and
Working Environment

cluding 30,000 line items) for the school's
classrooms.
The audit also included:

.

An in-depth analysis of current operations and maintenance practices

.

Feedback on classroom and building
conditions from students, faculty, and staff

.

A three-month on-site survey of exist-

ing buildings that identified additional
energy and operational efficiency challenges and potential solutions

The proposed improvements will provide a
vastly improved learning and working envi-

ronment throughout the campus. According to the "Greening America's Schools"
report, sponsored in part by the nonprofit
U.S. Green Building Council, green buildings provide a better study and Iearning
environment for students. The study, which
evaluated K-l 2 school environments,
found that improved lighting, air quality,
and acoustics are estimated to improve
learning abilities and test scores by as much

Once the available data were entered,
the team used energy-modeling software

as 5 percent.

approved by the U.S. Department of
Energy to evaluate the benefits ofpotential

will include the installation of renewable

improvements. The software re-created
campus buildings in a simulated computer
environment and identified the best potential systems to meet the school's needs. This
process resulted in 265 separate ECMs that
the university could take to deliver significant energy cost savings.
Because modeling allows users to enter

the utility rate structure information into
the simulation, during the ECM selection
process, the team was able to evaluate energy consumption costs for various ECMs
and see how they interact as a whole to
create energy, operations, and maintenance
savings.
Based on the audit, the team created a

Roberts and her team started by conduct-

utility costs and greenhouse gas emissions.
The business case demonstrated that a

business case showing that proposed ECMs
would generate a 32 percent reduction in
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Key elements of the selected upgrades
energy-effi cient heating, ventilation, and

air-conditioning systems, new hot water
distribution systems, more energy-effi cient
lighting, and installation of campuswide
building automation.
These elements

will

also include life

safety measures, Iaboratory air systems and

controls, green technologies for curriculum

utilization and campus green awareness,
replacement of roofs and windows on
various buildings, improved air handling
systems, and acoustical improvements for
classrooms and office spaces. The audit
clearly outlined the benefits of the selected
improvements.

With funding and targeted improvements identified, UCM is well on its way to

Top Leaders Stay lnvolved

Roberts and her team remained at the

helm, taking a best-practices approach.
They understood that a campuswide effort
needs campuswide support.
Because the school developed a financial business case for the improvements, as

the school's CFO and top finance person,
Roberts was also the natural fit to lead the

project.
"Improvement efforts such as ours
affect every department, every student,
and all 2.5 million square feet of building
space," Roberts said. "We wanted to take
a systemwide approach to the improvements because we wanted them to reflect
the needs of the campus as a whole-not
merely the needs of a single department."
"Campuswide comprehensive efforts
also require a strong leader to champion

them. We were very fortunate to have
Dr. Roberts at the helm," said Podolefsky,

who acknowledges the level of change that
would be involved. "Dr. Roberts and I realized that these improvements would change
the very culture of the school."
Team Builds Stakeholder Support

With this understanding and ongoing support and communication with Podolefsky,
Roberts set about building stakeholder
support for an effort that will alter how
the campus looks, feels, and operates. She
created a plan to gain support from the
administration, board of governors, faculty,
staff, and students.
The team used a collaborative approach
to get all stakeholders on board. Roberts
and her team met with each group of constituents to educate them about the proposed improvements and how they and the
campus as a whole would benefit.

Each presentation outlined the business

for the improvements by describing the need, the selected ECMs, and the
benefits they would provide. The presentations also described how performance
contracting would provide the school with
self-funding solutions from existing budgets. Each workshop allowed time for a
question-and-answer session. "Convincing
any skeptics of the benelits, the workshops
created a groundswell of support for the
improvements," Roberts said.
case

"The Board of Governors appreciated
that there was a solid business case demonstrating the need for the improvements and
the benefits to each group ofstakeholders,"
said Richard Phillips, president of the UCM
Board of Governors. "We especially liked
that the school will use existing funds to
pay for the improvements-and will even
generate cost savings."
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lT Network Supports lnfrastructure lmprovements
The infrastructure upgrades at UCM will be incorporated into the existing IT neta robust, scalable, secure approach. The control system for building au-

work using

tomation will connect to the network to automatically control and collect data about
indoor air quality, temperature, energy consumption, and heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning systems. Data will be disseminated to users throughout the campus who need the information. Data can be accessed remotely by connecting to the
university's network, and changes to temperature and other parameters can also be
completed remotely.
"Green awareness" video display systems throughout the campus will provide
students with2417 data about utility use at the campus. For example, there will be a
42-inch flat-screen "green awareness" monitor in the student union that students can
check while passing through or hanging out in the union. Each of the 14 academic
buildings on campus will also have a "green awareness" monitor. Monitors will post

the need for comfort at the keyboard as a
career-enhancing opportunity, because it
increases their skills, opening up additional
job opportunities within the university. She
believes this approach

will help overcome

fears and increase the

comfort of staff.

Another challenge presented by the
improvements will be completing the
upgrades in a 24-month period in occupied
buildings where classes are in session. The
solution will be an "in-out scheduling
approach" that involves sitting down with
faculty and staff to identif, the class sched-

real-time information on energy use, including a comparison of energy use by building. If desired, monitors can also provide historic comparisons of energy use by day,
month, or year and will include information about green career opportunities for

ule in each individual building. The work

students.

and third floors of a building, for example,
work on infrastructure improvements may
proceed on the first floor. The next semester, when first-floor rooms are needed
for classes, work would then move to the

Roberts and her team met with each
group of key stakeholders at least once.

of
as
many as five or six times. After meeting
with each group, she invited them to addi-

With some groups, such

as the Board

Trustees, Dr. Roberts and her team met

"We're working to establish building
manager meetings on a regular basis and
town hall meetings for the campus commu-

nity and to create

question-and-answer
section on our website to help keep the
communication process flowing to avoid
tional meetings with attendees representing misinformation," Murphy said. "Trane also
a mix of stakeholder groups.
launched a separate website that is linked
This approach built campuswide sup- to the university home page and provides
port for the effort. Questions and concerns project updates and timelines'" To tie the
were addressed early in the process so that program to the school's curriculum, the
each group ofstakeholders felt heard and school will explore hands-on learning
opportunities, such as internships for stuunderstood.
dents who are studying sustainability issues.
a

Next Steps: Team Plans Stakeholder Support 2.0

Creative Solutions Bridge Technology Gap

Now that Roberts and her team have garnered stakeholder support for the projec,,
they are working closely with the university's internal communications staff to ensure that status updates are ongoing for the
project as it unfolds.

"we have been workins with Dr. Roberts and her team,o
;;;;;,,,.Ji",,
"rrrr?
tain a high t.r"t or mt"rr]ui;;;;to,
throughout trr.

While the preparation Process for the improvements generally proceeded smoothly,
it did require ongoing support. For
example, facilities management staff will
now need to update heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning systems via computer
instead of using manual tools' Uncomforttl]" * the kevboard' some of these indiwere unsure whether thev could
master computing skills as solidlv as thev
wield their manual tools-and even feared
for their jobs.

p.o."..;'Ju;ffi;;;;;;-' ]l1l''
uri"..;;;;,,;;:--"
at ucM:
"

assistant director,

Media Relations
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To reassure staff, Roberts and her team

will provide computer training and frame
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will adhere to that schedule.
If

classes are being

held on the second

second and third floors. Whenever possible,

work will be scheduled when fewer people
are around, either during the summer
months or during evenings and weekends.
Roberts is confident that the school
has paved the way for a successful transi-

tion for the school and its stakeholders.
"It's probably no surprise at an educational
institution that it all comes down to the
same advice we give

"\{hen it

our students," she said.

comes to being ready for what we

anticipate will be a successful improvement
process, it's really all about being prepared.
It's all about doing your homework."
Jeffery Monis is the director ol University Relations and
chiel communications officer at the University of Central
Missouri. Beach him at jmonis@ucmo.edu.
Chad Remboldt is an educational facilities consultant
for Trane. He is a member ol the U.S. Green Building

Council and holds a B.S. in energy management with a
minor in linance lrom Moorhead State University. Reach
Chad at chad.remboldt@trane.com.
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